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• Loads of Happy and sad memories of the last 
year…Lets start the New Year with new hope . Wish 
you all a Very Happy New Year.

• Shobhit Chandak  celebrates Christmas at Park 
Street, which was adorned with lights , decorations 
and live bands on the street, for the very first time 
in Kolkata.

•• This month Dipankar Ray tried the Vibratory 
Roller at the factory.

• Don’t miss “Cherry” Siddhartha Sai’s pet mouse..

• Jaypee Family welcomes new Admin executive 
Shashwati.

• Goutam  Mahapatra  shares a picture from his 
Kashmir visit album last year.

•• Mithun Chowdhury ‘s hobby is photography, he 
shares one of his favourite  click of Manali  with 
us.
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Q:   What has been the turning point in your life?

A:   To join as the Sr. Purchase Manager in IFB.

Q:  Two places you would like to visit again.

A: Gangtok &Puri.

Q:  Two people you admire the most?

A: Jai Mehta.

Q:  Two things you want to change in our work place?

A: Attendance & Administration.

Q: Two things you like about your job?

A: Prompt  actions that are taken in the 
    organization and the senior people.

Q:  .Two things you cannot live without?

A:  Work and good food.

Q:  Two things you like about weekends?

A: Visit relatives and spending quality time
    with family.

Q:  Two books on your must read list?

A: Nothing  worth mentioning.

Q: Two things that you have learnt from your work/real life?

A: To maintain quality and not to keep work pending.

Q:  Two things that your education/training has taught you? 

A: Sincerity and honesty.

Cheers to a new year and another chance 
for us to get it right.
              Oprah Winfrey

Quote of the Month

Mr. A.K Boral
Sr Manager Purchase



“Resolutions are more sustainable when shared, both in terms of 
with whom you share the benefits of your resolution, and with 
whom you share the path of maintaining your resolution. 
Peer-support makes a difference in success rate with New Year’s 
resolutions.
Finally the New Year 2012 Has arrived…Lets see what New Year
Resolution Our Team has thought of….Resolution Our Team has thought of….

“No more dating.”

Michael D’ Cruze (Back office Executive)

To submit my daily reports to Michael on time.
Mithun Chowdhury
 
(Asst Sales Manager)

“Will dominate my husband henceforth.”

Panchatapa  Banerjee (Back office Executive)

“Going for a strict diet.”

Shashwati Basu (Admin Executive)

To attain salvation “Moksha”.

Siddhartha Sai (Sales Executive).





Sujay Bagchi

Civil Engineer

5th

6th

Shekhar Deb

Supervisor

13th

Avijit 
Bhattacharjee

Store Asst

25th

Nilanjan 

Civil Engineer

1st

Haradhan 
Sarkar

Supervisor

25th

Achinta 
Mukherjee

GM Marketing

3rd

Pranab Kumar 
ghosh

Factory

4th

Madhulina 

Purchase Asst.

the Birthdays celebrate

In january
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